City of Blue Earth
Minutes Street Committee 
June 25, 2018 @ 4:30 P.M.
Council Chambers 



Call to Order:
Ray Wigern called the meeting to order at 4:30 P.M.  

Members Present: Ray Wigern, Russ Erichsrud, Dan Brod and Marty Cassem.           Absent: David Classon, Gary Armon.

Staff: City Engineer Wes Brown, City Administrator Timothy Ibisch and Blue Earth Light & Water Tim Stoner.
Motion by Cassem, second by Erichsrud to approve the Street Committee Meeting Minutes from April 4th, 2018. The motion passed unanimously.  

Old Business:
Wigern addressed the City Engineer Wes Brown for an update on the 13th, Moore and Galbraith Street project. Brown indicated that the contractor is making good progress, at this time they are finishing up the water services. Galbraith, Moore and South of 14th and should be finished up this week. Brown mentioned that the weather hasn’t slowed them up much. Ibisch inquired about the amount of pavement taken out for the water connections and if that was as expected. Brown indicated that it was actually less then what was expected. Brown noted that the Council had done the change order for trenchless boring. Ibisch addressed some of the complaints from home owners in that area with the feelings being that it was a mess in that area. Brown affirmed that the areas will be patched back in with packed dirt, gravel, and a layer of pavement to get it flush with mill and overlay on top of that. Wigern asked about CenterPoint and when they would be getting the gas lines in. Brown revealed that historically they have been pretty good about getting their part in early, this year the reaction from them is slow from getting in the design in and delayed with construction holding them up. At this time, it’s not a big deal because there will be a pause in there for Holtmeier Construction.

Brown brought forth the Housing Development update, mentioning the development is moving very slowly with water issues, drain tile, and the pond draining back at them with the pond at this time being so high and soil conditions being poor. Brown indicated that he is not sure they will meet their deadline of August 30th. There is a damage clause in their contract, which they will argue that they were affected by weather, they have asked for an extension which the City Council will have to discuss at a future meeting. 





New Business: 

Wigern addressed the Sailor Street project. Ibisch indicated that the question with this project is related to the width of the street, mentioning that there has been some discussion of this at previous meetings. The standard street width is 36 feet for determining assessments with that being the basis. Brown indicated that the impact to power poles is a concern with the street being constructed at 36 feet with and 5 ft offset impacting all 10 poles in that area including multiple tree impacts. If you go with the 30 ft street with a 3 ft offset, we would miss all the poles. Brown mentioned driveways would be another thing to look at with having 8 total drive ways on the East side by shifting the curb all the way over there would still be enough room to park a car there without it hanging out into the street. Holland’s concern with the narrower of the street there will be issues getting snow plows through that area. Cassem inquired of the cost of going with the 36 ft Street, Brown mentioned with a rough calculation of savings being a 10 % total cost savings on the 30 ft vs. 36 ft street width. Stoner mentioned that you can’t move the poles to much more otherwise the pole will be right on top of them, otherwise we would have to look at going underground and looking at $800,000.00 for cost. Ibisch indicated that if there is a possibility of shifting and offsetting the power poles and going with the 36 ft street, keeping the cost down would be best. Wigern reviewed each section of the Sailor Street project with the committee to determine sections that would be affected by the project determining width of the street, sewer, curb / gutter. 

Motioned by Dan Brod, second by Russ Erichsrud to recommend the Sailor Street project with 36 ft street with a 5ft East offset. The motion passed unanimously.  

Wigern brought forth the Green Giant Drive / Fairview Street feasibility study. The issue with this area is the soil problems along with drainage problems, mentioning that every 3rd year Holland has to bring in loads of gravel to pack it down in the spring. Total cost of the Green Giant Drive / Fairview Street project is $548,000.00 with the preliminary assessments were $95,0000.00. This is less than 20% and might create a problem for the bonds. Brod inquired if it was just street or infrastructure as well, Brown mentioned that it would be storm, and the possibility with a 6-inch watermain placement up to the BevComm location as a fire protection measure. Ibisch indicated that he has received feedback from residents and the question they all have is why we would waste the money on a project like this project when there are so many other streets that need to be done. We do have other options such as dead-ending Giant Drive by Dollar General where it stops at this time and to vacate the remaining and make addition parking for Yeager, not impacting anyone’s access at that location, but limiting the issue of the street. Yeager’s is not opposed to the construction this time, but Subway would not be happy with the project as they would lose parking in their area. Ibisch agrees the project is a lot of money and it is a project that does not impact a lot of people in a large way. Brod mentioned that he doesn’t feel this project benefits a lot of people. Ibisch mentioned that in speaking with Brown if there was a possibility of fixing the storm water issues without having to pave the surface, with the hopes of eliminating the water. Brown mentioned that we would need to work with the state to see if we could get a storm sewer connection but by doing that it would elevate some subsurface moisture there and stabilize it. 

Wigern mentioned getting the most out of a project for the money, and the possibility of using this money on another project and maybe at some point coming back to this project, indicating that there are streets out there that need attention more than this one does. Brod mentioned the possibility of doing another block of Sailor Street and the possibility of finishing more of it, instead of doing the Green Giant Drive / Fairview Street project. Ibisch indicated that the Green Giant Drive / Fairview Street project is a want project, we do have other streets in need of repair. The Committee agreed to put the project aside for another time, not that the project will never get done but at this time there are other streets needing attention.

Motioned by Brod, second by Erichsrud to recommend proceeding with the 13th, Moore and Galbraith Street project and forestalling the Giant Drive project until the future. The motion was approved unanimously.

New Business:
The Committee discussed sealcoating and recommended doing a larger than average seal coat in 2018. Brown noted that he has discussed it with Jamie Holland. One idea that came up was doing some preservation of streets that have been redone in the last 10 years. This will extend the life of these streets. Ibisch noted that each block costs around $3000.00 if we go by the average of the last 5 years. The Committee will forward a recommendation to do 20 blocks in 2018 with a price tag of $60,000.00 to the Council. Erichsrud and Cassem will bring this forward at the first meeting July. 

Other Business:
The Committee also discussed the 10-year plan and will continue to review it for changes. Chair Wigern recommended meeting again at the end of August.

Adjourn:
Motion by Erichsrud, second by Cassem to adjourn the meeting. Closed the meeting at 6:00 P.M.       




